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Designing spaces where the work gets done now—and in the future.

THIS IS OUR STORY
The workplace isn’t the space it was when we started in 1970. Our core values, quest for
quality, and heritage in craftsmanship are still at the heart of our business, but our definition
of craftsmanship has evolved over time to include technology that enhances the quality
and design of our product.
Our complete product solutions create a sense of place where people can achieve all that’s
possible. Our desire to innovate drives us to engage with the broader design community
outside our doors. As a world-class design company, we pride ourselves in being curious,
forward-thinking, driven for results, and relentless in our pursuit of success.
Our ultimate goal is to provide relevant furniture solutions for the workplace. Together,
with our partners, we will continue to anticipate changes in how people work and
design solutions for a successful environment to work, learn, and heal.
Throughout these pages you will find solutions for all your space planning needs whether
you need to collaborate, focus, or simply get social during your work day.
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OPEN PLAN

OPEN PLAN

Narrate

™

Narrate is designed to be completely flexible. A variety of end panel treatments
and built-in shelters allow for simple customization and effortlessly adds interest
to the workplace environment.
Also shown
Task Seating: Joya / Lounge Seating: Dwell and Theo / Storage: Footprint / Table: Theo

4

Work your way.
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OPEN PLAN

Narrate

™

Narrate is designed to be completely flexible. A variety of end panel treatments
and built-in shelters allow for simple customization and effortlessly adds interest
to the workplace environment.
Also shown
Task Seating: Joya / Lounge Seating: Dwell and Theo / Storage: Footprint / Table: Theo
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OPEN PLAN

KORE

™

OPEN PLAN

Also shown
Side Seating: Lusso

KORE makes an immediate impact on the workplace—both in function and in feel. From open
plan to collaborative gathering points, KORE offers all you need to be inspired and productive.
Also shown
Task Seating: Joya

6

Work your way.
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OPEN PLAN

KORE

™

OPEN PLAN

Also shown
Side Seating: Lusso

KORE makes an immediate impact on the workplace—both in function and in feel. From open
plan to collaborative gathering points, KORE offers all you need to be inspired and productive.
Also shown
Task Seating: Joya
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Work your way.
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OPEN PLAN

Priority

8

™

OPEN PLAN

Pairings

®

Priority height-adjustable tables and Wish sit-to-stand chairs provide users the freedom to work
however they are most comfortable.

When you add accessories and privacy panels, a chair becomes a personal space that supports
today's new way of working.

Also shown
Task Seating: Wish / Lounge Seating: Boyd

Also shown
Ottoman: Dwell

Work your way.
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OPEN PLAN

Priority

8

™

OPEN PLAN

Pairings

®

Priority height-adjustable tables and Wish sit-to-stand chairs provide users the freedom to work
however they are most comfortable.

When you add accessories and privacy panels, a chair becomes a personal space that supports
today's new way of working.

Also shown
Task Seating: Wish / Lounge Seating: Boyd

Also shown
Ottoman: Dwell

Work your way.
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OPEN PLAN

Xsede

®

OPEN PLAN

Also shown
Task Seating: Joya / Storage: Footprint / Ottoman: Dwell / Side Seating: Lusso / Table: Dock

There’s a new demand for casual spaces where team members can interact and share ideas.
Introducing team spaces doesn’t have to mean crowding the room. By choosing flexible
designs, such as storage areas that double as bench seating, you can offer multiple
functions within the same footprint.
Also shown
Task Seating: Wish

10

Work your way.
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OPEN PLAN

Xsede

®

OPEN PLAN

Also shown
Task Seating: Joya / Storage: Footprint / Ottoman: Dwell / Side Seating: Lusso / Table: Dock

There’s a new demand for casual spaces where team members can interact and share ideas.
Introducing team spaces doesn’t have to mean crowding the room. By choosing flexible
designs, such as storage areas that double as bench seating, you can offer multiple
functions within the same footprint.
Also shown
Task Seating: Wish

10

Work your way.
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PRIVATE OFFICE

PRIVATE OFFICE

Also shown
Task Seating: Alumma / Lounge Seating and Table: Bloom

Priority

™

No matter where you work or how you work, Priority supports it in extensive ways. Choose from a
coordinated suite of desks, benches, tables, and storage units. Each element integrates to create
modern work environments, timeless appeal, and a whole world of configurations.
Also shown
Task Seating: Wish / Ottoman: Dwell / Wall Panel: Stow

12

Also shown
Lounge Seating and Ottoman: Dwell / Occasional Table: Bloom

Work your way.
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PRIVATE OFFICE

PRIVATE OFFICE

Also shown
Task Seating: Alumma / Lounge Seating and Table: Bloom

Priority

™

No matter where you work or how you work, Priority supports it in extensive ways. Choose from a
coordinated suite of desks, benches, tables, and storage units. Each element integrates to create
modern work environments, timeless appeal, and a whole world of configurations.
Also shown
Task Seating: Wish / Ottoman: Dwell / Wall Panel: Stow

12

Also shown
Lounge Seating and Ottoman: Dwell / Occasional Table: Bloom

Work your way.
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PRIVATE OFFICE

Definition

®

Definition's elegant design naturally accommodates new ways of working, with base and surface
style options that create customizable configurations.
Also shown
Task Seating: Alumma
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PRIVATE OFFICE

Cetra

™

Cetra provides the planning convenience of systems furniture as well as the design flexibility of
a wide range of panels, finishes, and trim. Stack panels to the ceiling for visual and acoustical
privacy. Infuse the work area with natural light by adding glass tiles without compromising privacy.
Also shown
Task Seating: Joya / Storage: Priority

Work your way.
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PRIVATE OFFICE

Cetra

™

Cetra provides the planning convenience of systems furniture as well as the design flexibility of
a wide range of panels, finishes, and trim. Stack panels to the ceiling for visual and acoustical
privacy. Infuse the work area with natural light by adding glass tiles without compromising privacy.
Also shown
Task Seating: Joya / Storage: Priority

Work your way.
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PRIVATE OFFICE

Footprint

®

Craftsmanship meets durability and the latest technology in this simple, yet versatile platform.
Also shown
Task and Side Seating: Joya

PRIVATE OFFICE

Interworks EQ
®

With Interworks EQ, you can build workspaces that are highly functional and visually appealing.
Utilizing just a few key components, everything comes together quickly and simply to make
spaces that accommodate change and growth.
Also shown
Task Seating: Stature

16

Work your way.
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Footprint
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PRIVATE OFFICE

Interworks EQ
®

With Interworks EQ, you can build workspaces that are highly functional and visually appealing.
Utilizing just a few key components, everything comes together quickly and simply to make
spaces that accommodate change and growth.
Also shown
Task Seating: Stature
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Work your way.
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HEIGHT ADJUST

HEIGHT ADJUST

Also shown
Task Seating: Joya / Storage: Footprint

Xsede

®

Available in freestanding tables, L-shaped, or back-to-back benching, all are height
adjustable. This functionality makes Xsede a high-performing, flexible collection for
today's modern workplace.
Also shown
Task Seating: Alumma / Side Seating: Nash / Storage: Priority and Stow
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Also shown
Task Seating: Wish / Lounge Seating and Occasional Table: Theo

Work your way.
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HEIGHT ADJUST

HEIGHT ADJUST

Also shown
Task Seating: Joya / Storage: Footprint

Xsede

®

Available in freestanding tables, L-shaped, or back-to-back benching, all are height
adjustable. This functionality makes Xsede a high-performing, flexible collection for
today's modern workplace.
Also shown
Task Seating: Alumma / Side Seating: Nash / Storage: Priority and Stow

18

Also shown
Task Seating: Wish / Lounge Seating and Occasional Table: Theo

Work your way.
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HEIGHT ADJUST

Priority

™

HEIGHT ADJUST

Also shown
Task Seating: Wish / Ottoman: Dwell / Storage: Priority

With Priority’s height adjustable tables, you can rise (or lower) to the occasion. The desk
surround maintains an executive aesthetic while bringing functionality to the private office.
Also shown
Task Seating: Wish / Ottoman: Dwell

20

Work your way.
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HEIGHT ADJUST

Priority

™

HEIGHT ADJUST

Also shown
Task Seating: Wish / Ottoman: Dwell / Storage: Priority

With Priority’s height adjustable tables, you can rise (or lower) to the occasion. The desk
surround maintains an executive aesthetic while bringing functionality to the private office.
Also shown
Task Seating: Wish / Ottoman: Dwell

20

Work your way.
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MEETING SPACES

MEETING SPACES

Also shown
Lounge Seating: Pairings

Dock

®

Dock scales to the need at hand. A particular base style isn’t limited to a single use, rather
most styles are available in multiple heights, as fixed or mobile, and with a range of power
and data options. Choose from a vast array of sizes, shapes, and details that tailor the look
from contemporary to transitional to suit any work style.

Also shown
Lounge Seating: Boyd / Ottoman: Dwell / Media Cart: Xsede

Also shown
Task Seating: Alumma

22

Work your way.
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MEETING SPACES

MEETING SPACES

Also shown
Lounge Seating: Pairings

Dock

®

Dock scales to the need at hand. A particular base style isn’t limited to a single use, rather
most styles are available in multiple heights, as fixed or mobile, and with a range of power
and data options. Choose from a vast array of sizes, shapes, and details that tailor the look
from contemporary to transitional to suit any work style.

Also shown
Lounge Seating: Boyd / Ottoman: Dwell / Media Cart: Xsede

Also shown
Task Seating: Alumma

22

Work your way.
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MEETING SPACES

MEETING SPACES

KORE

™

For informal gatherings, active brainstorming sessions, and more, KORE simplifies the meeting space.
Also shown
Task Seating: Joya

Pairings

®

Accessible. Discrete. That’s the kind of power you need—and the kind you get with Pairings.
Power can be configured directly into a seat or table, so individuals or small teams can stay
seamlessly connected.
Also shown
Stool: Lusso / Media Cart: KORE

TEEM

®

Made for gathering spaces, Teem keeps people connected to their technology and each other.
Also shown
Task Seating: Wish / Table: Dock / Ottoman: Dwell / Lounge Seating: Villa / Storage: Stow

24

Work your way.
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MEETING SPACES

MEETING SPACES

KORE

™

For informal gatherings, active brainstorming sessions, and more, KORE simplifies the meeting space.
Also shown
Task Seating: Joya

Pairings

®
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Power can be configured directly into a seat or table, so individuals or small teams can stay
seamlessly connected.
Also shown
Stool: Lusso / Media Cart: KORE

TEEM

®

Made for gathering spaces, Teem keeps people connected to their technology and each other.
Also shown
Task Seating: Wish / Table: Dock / Ottoman: Dwell / Lounge Seating: Villa / Storage: Stow

24

Work your way.
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TRAINING SPACES

TRAINING SPACES

KORE

™

With carts, tables, boards, and more, KORE was made to satisfy the demands of training environments. Each component was designed with user needs in
mind-to support people engaged in active learning.
Also shown
Side Seating: Flip

Xsede Media Cart
®

Technology integration makes media part of any lesson, allowing instructors or students to
watch, browse, share information, or create content together. A freestanding media wall
provides a natural meeting space that can be equipped with screens and whiteboards.
Also shown
Table: Dock / Side Seating: Poly / Lounge Seating: Beo / Wall Panel: Traxx & Tiles

KORE

™

Also shown
Side Seating: Flip

26

Work your way.
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®
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KORE

™

Also shown
Side Seating: Flip
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Work your way.
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TRAINING SPACES

TRAINING SPACES

Also shown
Side Seating: Poly

Dock

®

Information sharing can occur in many different settings. Dock tables provide multiple ways to
equip spaces for group work, including comprehensive power and data connectivity.
Also shown
Side Seating: Flip

Flip
Dock tables can be configured in flexible arrangements for any use.

28

®

Ready to work and easy to store, Flip is the answer for any multipurpose work area where a beautiful and adaptable chair is desired.
Also shown
Tables: Dock / Task Seating : Wish / Wall Panel: Traxx & Tiles / Instructor Desk: Guide / Media Cart: Xsede

Work your way.
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TRAINING SPACES

TRAINING SPACES

Also shown
Side Seating: Poly

Dock

®

Information sharing can occur in many different settings. Dock tables provide multiple ways to
equip spaces for group work, including comprehensive power and data connectivity.
Also shown
Side Seating: Flip

Flip
Dock tables can be configured in flexible arrangements for any use.

28

®

Ready to work and easy to store, Flip is the answer for any multipurpose work area where a beautiful and adaptable chair is desired.
Also shown
Tables: Dock / Task Seating : Wish / Wall Panel: Traxx & Tiles / Instructor Desk: Guide / Media Cart: Xsede

Work your way.
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OCCASIONAL TABLES

Pairings

OCCASIONAL TABLES

Villa

®

Available in a variety of shapes and sizes, Pairings supports and complements any area beautifully.

30

™

Villa tables coordinate nicely to create welcome arrangements. Tech enabled options can be incorporated into the tables marrying a workable design element
with a modern flare.

Pull-Up

Round

Square

Optional Glass Top

18" Round
Optional Glass Top

42" Round
Optional Glass Top

Magazine with
Open Storage

Magazine

Magazine

In-Line Rectangle

In-Line 15° Bullet

In-Line 45° Wedge

Freestanding Rectangle
With Optional Power

Freestanding Corner

90° Crescent

90° Triangle

Work your way.
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OCCASIONAL TABLES

Pairings

OCCASIONAL TABLES

Villa

®

Available in a variety of shapes and sizes, Pairings supports and complements any area beautifully.

30

™

Villa tables coordinate nicely to create welcome arrangements. Tech enabled options can be incorporated into the tables marrying a workable design element
with a modern flare.

Pull-Up

Round

Square

Optional Glass Top

18" Round
Optional Glass Top

42" Round
Optional Glass Top

Magazine with
Open Storage
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Magazine

In-Line Rectangle

In-Line 15° Bullet

In-Line 45° Wedge

Freestanding Rectangle
With Optional Power

Freestanding Corner

90° Crescent

90° Triangle

Work your way.
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OCCASIONAL TABLES

Bloom

OCCASIONAL TABLES

Dock

®

®

United by the same base design as the lounge chair, Bloom occasional tables come in a range of shapes, heights, and materials.

With many sizes, shapes, and details, Dock occasional tables harmonize with the design intent and personality of the space.

Also shown
Storage: Stow / Loung Seating and Ottoman: Dwell

Also shown
Lounge Seating: Boyd

Bring people and ideas together around a
beautifully designed table that elevates the
space.

32

Square End

Round End

Rectangular Pull-Up

Magazine

Round

Square Magazine

Rectangular Magazine

Ellipse Magazine

End

Pull-Up

Work your way.
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OCCASIONAL TABLES

Bloom

OCCASIONAL TABLES

Dock

®

®

United by the same base design as the lounge chair, Bloom occasional tables come in a range of shapes, heights, and materials.

With many sizes, shapes, and details, Dock occasional tables harmonize with the design intent and personality of the space.

Also shown
Storage: Stow / Loung Seating and Ottoman: Dwell

Also shown
Lounge Seating: Boyd

Bring people and ideas together around a
beautifully designed table that elevates the
space.

32

Square End

Round End

Rectangular Pull-Up

Magazine

Round

Square Magazine

Rectangular Magazine

Ellipse Magazine

End

Pull-Up

Work your way.
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OCCASIONAL TABLES

OCCASIONAL TABLES

Create inviting gathering
spaces with occasional
tables that provide a less
formal way to work.

KORE

KORE

™

Coffee

Occasional Height Multi-Purpose

Definition

KORE

®

Delano

™

Pose

™

The design is about possibilities and
enduring essentials expressed in a
contemporary form.

The Delano collection has the
versatility and resilience to meet the
demands of public waiting areas and
high-traffic environments.

A clean, modern design, Pose brings
comfortable utility to any environment.

Priority

Contemporary

Contemporary

Cylinder Base

Cube Base

™

With a vast mix of material options, occasional tables from KORE complement any area beautifully,
while being simplistic in form and function.
Also shown
Lounge Seating: Pairings

34

™

™

Priority supports every type of work
environment while giving you the
choice to select the specific features
that you need.

Work your way.
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OCCASIONAL TABLES
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Definition

KORE
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™
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™

The design is about possibilities and
enduring essentials expressed in a
contemporary form.

The Delano collection has the
versatility and resilience to meet the
demands of public waiting areas and
high-traffic environments.

A clean, modern design, Pose brings
comfortable utility to any environment.

Priority

Contemporary

Contemporary

Cylinder Base

Cube Base

™

With a vast mix of material options, occasional tables from KORE complement any area beautifully,
while being simplistic in form and function.
Also shown
Lounge Seating: Pairings

34

™

™

Priority supports every type of work
environment while giving you the
choice to select the specific features
that you need.

Work your way.
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TASK SEATING

TASK SEATING

*Reference website for additional chair styles and functions.

Alumma

Campos

®

Joya

™

Stature

®

Alumma’s timeless style makes it
a natural choice for furnishing all
types of applications.

The sleek yet simple design of
Campos is ergonomically sound
and budget friendly.

Ergonomic and extremely comfortable
with its 3 ½" cushion seat, modern in
aesthetics and beauty.

Stature’s straightforward controls and
durable arms are great for high use
applications.

Hero. Just for You.

Itsa

Wish

Xtreme

™

Hero’s horizontal, ribbed mesh, and
contemporary style complement
any workspace.

36

™

™

Itsa is an essential task chair that is
exceptionally suited to fit everyone.

™

Designed to please, Wish
blends a universal appeal with
a more-for-less approach.

™

Xtreme complements a variety of
environments, from boardrooms
to training areas.

Work your way.
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TASK SEATING

TASK SEATING

*Reference website for additional chair styles and functions.
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™

™

Itsa is an essential task chair that is
exceptionally suited to fit everyone.

™

Designed to please, Wish
blends a universal appeal with
a more-for-less approach.

™

Xtreme complements a variety of
environments, from boardrooms
to training areas.

Work your way.
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SIDE SEATING

SIDE SEATING

Whether living, working,
or lounging, our family of
side seating fits a variety
of environments.

Abbott

Tucker

®

Abbott was designed with both
comfort and function in mind. With
its eye-catching form, Abbott brings
contemporary flare to any environment.

Acapella’s modern and versatile style
can complete any setting, from lobby
areas to guest seating in individual
offices.

Adagiato

Arpeggio

®

™

Collage

™

Tailored cushions add shape and style
to Adagiato’s mixed material frame.

Complement any setting with
Arpeggio; the sophisticated choice
for lounge or guest seating.

Perfect for meeting spaces, private
offices, and lobby areas; Collage is a
unique addition to any space.

Nash

Stature

Tucker

™

Tucker is a family of seating defined by simple form, generous proportion, and plenty of
personality. In both its single or tandem configuration, Tucker invites guests to take a
seat, sit back, work, read, or meet.
Also shown
Occasional Table: Villa

38

Acapella

™

™

Nash adds flare and function to an
array of interior settings. Choose
a range of colors—from vibrant to
neutral.

®

Durability meets beauty for a great
seating solution throughout any
space.

™

Tucker’s efficiency in single or tandem
configurations makes it a smart
addition for any interior environment.

Work your way.
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SIDE SEATING

SIDE SEATING

Whether living, working,
or lounging, our family of
side seating fits a variety
of environments.

Abbott

Tucker

®

Abbott was designed with both
comfort and function in mind. With
its eye-catching form, Abbott brings
contemporary flare to any environment.

Acapella’s modern and versatile style
can complete any setting, from lobby
areas to guest seating in individual
offices.
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Arpeggio

®

™

Collage

™

Tailored cushions add shape and style
to Adagiato’s mixed material frame.

Complement any setting with
Arpeggio; the sophisticated choice
for lounge or guest seating.

Perfect for meeting spaces, private
offices, and lobby areas; Collage is a
unique addition to any space.

Nash

Stature

Tucker

™

Tucker is a family of seating defined by simple form, generous proportion, and plenty of
personality. In both its single or tandem configuration, Tucker invites guests to take a
seat, sit back, work, read, or meet.
Also shown
Occasional Table: Villa
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Acapella

™

™

Nash adds flare and function to an
array of interior settings. Choose
a range of colors—from vibrant to
neutral.

®

Durability meets beauty for a great
seating solution throughout any
space.

™

Tucker’s efficiency in single or tandem
configurations makes it a smart
addition for any interior environment.

Work your way.
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SIDE SEATING

SIDE SEATING

Bingo

Joya

™

Flip

®

Bingo’s side chairs offer versatile
choices for guest seating and
community spaces.

Event’s soft seat and back make it
a comfortable, versatile option for
office side seating. Available with
casters for mobility.

Flip’s thin features and slim
profile create an airy look
and take up minimal space
when nested and stored.

Hero. Just for You.

Joya

Lusso

™

™

™

Part chair, part aspirational object,
Hero is endowed with multiple
features and housed in an agile,
slim-line figure.

A simple side chair with the comfort
of home that is a welcome place for
guests.

Bringing design and style, Lusso's
curved silhouette is visually
interesting and elegant.

Poly

Poly

Splendor

™

Designed with unparalleled comfort, Joya is available in a task or side chair and is a perfect
complement to any setting.
Also shown
Desk: KORE

40

Event

®

™

Poly plastic is an eye-catching
chair that is affordable, versatile,
and comfortable.

™

Poly mesh brings mobility and
lightness to a variety of spaces.

™

It’s chic frame design provides a
contoured platform that supports
sophistication.

Work your way.
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SIDE SEATING

SIDE SEATING
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Joya

™

Flip

®

Bingo’s side chairs offer versatile
choices for guest seating and
community spaces.

Event’s soft seat and back make it
a comfortable, versatile option for
office side seating. Available with
casters for mobility.

Flip’s thin features and slim
profile create an airy look
and take up minimal space
when nested and stored.

Hero. Just for You.
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™

™

™

Part chair, part aspirational object,
Hero is endowed with multiple
features and housed in an agile,
slim-line figure.

A simple side chair with the comfort
of home that is a welcome place for
guests.

Bringing design and style, Lusso's
curved silhouette is visually
interesting and elegant.

Poly

Poly

Splendor

™

Designed with unparalleled comfort, Joya is available in a task or side chair and is a perfect
complement to any setting.
Also shown
Desk: KORE

40

Event

®

™

Poly plastic is an eye-catching
chair that is affordable, versatile,
and comfortable.

™

Poly mesh brings mobility and
lightness to a variety of spaces.

™

It’s chic frame design provides a
contoured platform that supports
sophistication.

Work your way.
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SIDE SEATING

Half Back

LOUNGE & WAITING

Three-Quarter Back

Ladder Back

Beo

Vertical Insert Back

Full Back

Button Back

®

With its visual appeal, physical comfort, and dependable value, Beo provides everything you desire in guest seating. A full offering of side,
tandem, and lounge seating, in addition to accent tables, provides versatility to any environment. Timeless and functional, Beo is at home in
both traditional and contemporary interiors.
Also shown
Table: Villa

Tandem In-Line Table

42

Bariatric Full-Size

Bench

For full offering please reference our website at kimballoffice.com.

One-Seat

Two-Seat

Tandem Two-Seat

Work your way.
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SIDE SEATING

Half Back

LOUNGE & WAITING

Three-Quarter Back

Ladder Back

Beo

Vertical Insert Back

Full Back

Button Back

®

With its visual appeal, physical comfort, and dependable value, Beo provides everything you desire in guest seating. A full offering of side,
tandem, and lounge seating, in addition to accent tables, provides versatility to any environment. Timeless and functional, Beo is at home in
both traditional and contemporary interiors.
Also shown
Table: Villa

Tandem In-Line Table

42

Bariatric Full-Size

Bench

For full offering please reference our website at kimballoffice.com.

One-Seat

Two-Seat

Tandem Two-Seat

Work your way.
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LOUNGE & WAITING

Pairings

®

LOUNGE & WAITING

Also shown
Storage: Stow

A versatile lounge collection designed to work alone or as individual components. Pairings merges simple sofa/lounge styles with the more informal space
where people work, team up, and gather, creating adaptable, lounge-based work settings that host teams and technology in comfort.

Also shown
Occasional Table: Bloom / Conference Table and Markerboard Cart: KORE / Side Seating: Lusso / Ottoman: Dwell
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Work your way.
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LOUNGE & WAITING

Pairings

®

LOUNGE & WAITING

Also shown
Storage: Stow

A versatile lounge collection designed to work alone or as individual components. Pairings merges simple sofa/lounge styles with the more informal space
where people work, team up, and gather, creating adaptable, lounge-based work settings that host teams and technology in comfort.

Also shown
Occasional Table: Bloom / Conference Table and Markerboard Cart: KORE / Side Seating: Lusso / Ottoman: Dwell
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Work your way.
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LOUNGE & WAITING

Theo

™

The Theo collection is available in high-back, mid-back, or a club chair; each equally inviting and comfortable. Its aesthetic has a timelessness that will be the
eye-catching element in any space.
Also shown
Ottoman: Dwell / Task Seating: Joya / Lounge Seating and Occasional Table: Villa

Theo

46

™

LOUNGE & WAITING

Bloom

®

Casual while being sophisticated, Bloom fits comfortably in a variety of settings.
Also shown
Storage and Wall Panel: Stow / Table: Dock / Stool: Bingo / Ottoman: Dwell / Lounge Seating: Villa

Splendor

™

High-back chair with ottoman.

With a shape that is equally expressive and welcoming, Splendor is designed to provide freedom of movement that increases its functionality and adaptability.

Also shown
Occasional Table: KORE

Also shown
Occassional Table: Dock / Storage: Stow

Work your way.
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LOUNGE & WAITING

Theo

™

The Theo collection is available in high-back, mid-back, or a club chair; each equally inviting and comfortable. Its aesthetic has a timelessness that will be the
eye-catching element in any space.
Also shown
Ottoman: Dwell / Task Seating: Joya / Lounge Seating and Occasional Table: Villa

Theo
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™

LOUNGE & WAITING

Bloom

®

Casual while being sophisticated, Bloom fits comfortably in a variety of settings.
Also shown
Storage and Wall Panel: Stow / Table: Dock / Stool: Bingo / Ottoman: Dwell / Lounge Seating: Villa

Splendor

™

High-back chair with ottoman.

With a shape that is equally expressive and welcoming, Splendor is designed to provide freedom of movement that increases its functionality and adaptability.

Also shown
Occasional Table: KORE

Also shown
Occassional Table: Dock / Storage: Stow

Work your way.
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LOUNGE & WAITING

LOUNGE & WAITING

Boyd

®

A classic lounge series, Boyd is timeless and versatile, designed for multiple office environments and easy to specify.
Also shown
Occasional Table: Bloom

Villa

™

Our popular Villa lounge collection can be arranged in endless configurations. Privacy
shade panels can be added to create private environments in the open plan, while its
built-in power and data can be used to fit the evolving needs of tech-savvy workers.
Also shown
Pull-Up Table: Bloom / Ottoman: Dwell

Dwell

™

Designed to create informal, impromptu meetings, Dwell brings a casual charm to the workplace. Its small scale fits in anywhere without crowding the space,
and its simple, intuitive nature makes it easy to reconfigure.
Also shown
Side Seating: Bingo / Benching Table and Storage: Xsede

48

Work your way.
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LOUNGE & WAITING

LOUNGE & WAITING

Boyd

®

A classic lounge series, Boyd is timeless and versatile, designed for multiple office environments and easy to specify.
Also shown
Occasional Table: Bloom

Villa

™

Our popular Villa lounge collection can be arranged in endless configurations. Privacy
shade panels can be added to create private environments in the open plan, while its
built-in power and data can be used to fit the evolving needs of tech-savvy workers.
Also shown
Pull-Up Table: Bloom / Ottoman: Dwell

Dwell

™

Designed to create informal, impromptu meetings, Dwell brings a casual charm to the workplace. Its small scale fits in anywhere without crowding the space,
and its simple, intuitive nature makes it easy to reconfigure.
Also shown
Side Seating: Bingo / Benching Table and Storage: Xsede
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Work your way.
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STOOLS

STOOLS

Bingo

Poly

Joya

™

Its contour shape creates a sleek
design to support user comfort.

Simple yet chic and built for
long-lasting durability.

Lusso

Poly

™

Lightweight and portable, the Poly stool is such a fitting addition to the places people work,
learn, and gather.
Also shown
Table: Dock

50

®

™

Beautiful in design, adjustable in
height. Perfect for any setting.

™

Functional and flexible, available in a
myriad of color options.

Work your way.
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STOOLS

STOOLS

Bingo

Poly

Joya

™

Its contour shape creates a sleek
design to support user comfort.

Simple yet chic and built for
long-lasting durability.

Lusso

Poly

™

Lightweight and portable, the Poly stool is such a fitting addition to the places people work,
learn, and gather.
Also shown
Table: Dock

50

®

™

Beautiful in design, adjustable in
height. Perfect for any setting.

™

Functional and flexible, available in a
myriad of color options.

Work your way.
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CAFÉ & DINING

CAFÉ & DINING

Joya

™

Away from a desk or meeting room, Joya is just as enjoyable. Casters turn the side chair mobile, while the stool finds a home at high tables or along
a café bar.
Also shown
Tables: Dock

Dock

®

Comfortable spaces are found not only at work and home but
also in dining applications. Dock tables provide an expressive,
cohesive look across multiple heights and sizes, along with
the ability to use materials specification to provide a
comprehensive solution.

Poly

™

Available in mesh or plastic, Poly brings mobility and lightness
to dining and cafe spaces and lends style to necessity. The
chairs uniform shape and sled-base design allow them to
stack with ease for storage.

Villa

™

Whatever the look you're after - with arms, without arms, curved, straight, high, low, or no back - Villa offers an endless supply of design possibilities.
Also shown
Table: Dock / Side Seating: Bingo

52

Work your way.
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CAFÉ & DINING

CAFÉ & DINING

Joya

™

Away from a desk or meeting room, Joya is just as enjoyable. Casters turn the side chair mobile, while the stool finds a home at high tables or along
a café bar.
Also shown
Tables: Dock

Dock

®

Comfortable spaces are found not only at work and home but
also in dining applications. Dock tables provide an expressive,
cohesive look across multiple heights and sizes, along with
the ability to use materials specification to provide a
comprehensive solution.

Poly

™

Available in mesh or plastic, Poly brings mobility and lightness
to dining and cafe spaces and lends style to necessity. The
chairs uniform shape and sled-base design allow them to
stack with ease for storage.

Villa

™

Whatever the look you're after - with arms, without arms, curved, straight, high, low, or no back - Villa offers an endless supply of design possibilities.
Also shown
Table: Dock / Side Seating: Bingo
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Work your way.
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STORAGE

STORAGE

Also shown
Task Seating: Wish / Table: Dock

Stow

™

On the wall, on the floor, or near a desk, Stow helps you maximize space and storage
in a remarkably attractive way. A range of shapes, styles, and sizes ensures you will
find the right configuration for any room.
Also shown
Task and Side Seating: Joya / Table and Storage: Priority
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Work your way.
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STORAGE

STORAGE

Also shown
Task Seating: Wish / Table: Dock

Stow

™

On the wall, on the floor, or near a desk, Stow helps you maximize space and storage
in a remarkably attractive way. A range of shapes, styles, and sizes ensures you will
find the right configuration for any room.
Also shown
Task and Side Seating: Joya / Table and Storage: Priority
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Work your way.
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STORAGE

STORAGE

Footprint

®

Footprint, in conjunction with Traxx & Tiles, allows for the placement of foundational elements across all areas of the floor plan–increasing functionality
while encouraging customization.
Also shown
Stool: Bingo

Traxx & Tiles
®

Traxx & Tiles is an innovative wall system that transforms architectural elements into useful square
footage. Its design allows you to easily incorporate functional tiles, worksurfaces, storage, and panels
to any space. By mounting this sturdy rail system directly to building walls, each space can effortlessly
be customized to meet your needs.
Also shown
Accessories: Perks

56

Use Footprint to create versatile work environments that provide increased functionality, no matter what the space requirements.
Also shown
Task Seating: Itsa / Stool: Bingo / Lounge Seating: Villa

Work your way.
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STORAGE

STORAGE

Footprint

®

Footprint, in conjunction with Traxx & Tiles, allows for the placement of foundational elements across all areas of the floor plan–increasing functionality
while encouraging customization.
Also shown
Stool: Bingo

Traxx & Tiles
®

Traxx & Tiles is an innovative wall system that transforms architectural elements into useful square
footage. Its design allows you to easily incorporate functional tiles, worksurfaces, storage, and panels
to any space. By mounting this sturdy rail system directly to building walls, each space can effortlessly
be customized to meet your needs.
Also shown
Accessories: Perks

56

Use Footprint to create versatile work environments that provide increased functionality, no matter what the space requirements.
Also shown
Task Seating: Itsa / Stool: Bingo / Lounge Seating: Villa

Work your way.
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LEARN. GATHER. WORK.

THOUGHTFUL HEALING
SOLUTIONS

Kimball Learning has incorporated
the needs and expectations of
the ever-evolving education trends
into the development of our
product portfolio. You'll find flexible,
collaborative, and technologydriven furnishings from classrooms
to administrative offices and every
secondary learning space in between.

At Kimball Health, we are focused
on providing better outcomes for
patients, their families, the staff that
heals them, and the environments
surrounding them.

For complete offering of our Learning Solutions, visit kimballoffice.com

58

For complete offering of our Healthcare Solutions, visit kimballhealth.com

Work your way.
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LEARN. GATHER. WORK.

THOUGHTFUL HEALING
SOLUTIONS

Kimball Learning has incorporated
the needs and expectations of
the ever-evolving education trends
into the development of our
product portfolio. You'll find flexible,
collaborative, and technologydriven furnishings from classrooms
to administrative offices and every
secondary learning space in between.

At Kimball Health, we are focused
on providing better outcomes for
patients, their families, the staff that
heals them, and the environments
surrounding them.

For complete offering of our Learning Solutions, visit kimballoffice.com
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For complete offering of our Healthcare Solutions, visit kimballhealth.com

Work your way.
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ACCESSORIES & TECHNOLOGY

ACCESSORIES & TECHNOLOGY

Today, technology is intimately connected with our life, work, and communication—the
reason we’re making it a more seamless experience.
Whether it’s for an individual working at a desk or a group brainstorming new ideas, technology is vital to connection, collaboration,
and productivity. From chairs and tables to entire office systems, we’re always focusing on how we can integrate technology in
innovative and intuitive ways. By learning how people interact with technology and how a space can best support those
activities, we’re helping companies create more intelligent and connected environments.
Below are just a few of the options that we provide. Our complete offering of technology tools and accessories can be
found on our website.

60

wePresent ®-WiPG-2000

Salt™ USB Unit & Pepper™ Power Center

Mini-Tap™ Power Unit Undersurface mount

Perks ® Metal Work Tools

Perks ® Name Holder

Perks ® Desk Lighting

Ashley Duo ™ Power / Data Center

Ashley Trio ™ Power / Data Center

Node™ Power or Power / USB Center

Perks ® Monitor Arm

Cable Carrier

Power/Data Beam

Mho ® Retractable

Mho® Retractable

Mho ® Retractable

Powered Tech Tray with Wire Gap Worksurface

Jolt™ USB Charger

Jolt™ Wireless Undersurface Charging

E2X Power / Data Center

Vault Turnbox

Power / Data Bars

Work your way.
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ACCESSORIES & TECHNOLOGY

ACCESSORIES & TECHNOLOGY

Today, technology is intimately connected with our life, work, and communication—the
reason we’re making it a more seamless experience.
Whether it’s for an individual working at a desk or a group brainstorming new ideas, technology is vital to connection, collaboration,
and productivity. From chairs and tables to entire office systems, we’re always focusing on how we can integrate technology in
innovative and intuitive ways. By learning how people interact with technology and how a space can best support those
activities, we’re helping companies create more intelligent and connected environments.
Below are just a few of the options that we provide. Our complete offering of technology tools and accessories can be
found on our website.

60

wePresent ®-WiPG-2000

Salt™ USB Unit & Pepper™ Power Center

Mini-Tap™ Power Unit Undersurface mount

Perks ® Metal Work Tools

Perks ® Name Holder

Perks ® Desk Lighting

Ashley Duo ™ Power / Data Center

Ashley Trio ™ Power / Data Center

Node™ Power or Power / USB Center

Perks ® Monitor Arm

Cable Carrier

Power/Data Beam

Mho ® Retractable

Mho® Retractable

Mho ® Retractable

Powered Tech Tray with Wire Gap Worksurface

Jolt™ USB Charger

Jolt™ Wireless Undersurface Charging

E2X Power / Data Center

Vault Turnbox

Power / Data Bars

Work your way.
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SOLID: PAINT

KIMBALL OFFICE MATERIALS
Made to stand the test of time and trend, Kimball Office offers a vast collection of textiles, finishes,
veneer, and laminates.
Made of classic colors and eye-popping patterns, warm woods and cool metals, our material offering allows you to pair the function you need with
the tone and style you’re after. Our broad offering reflects our belief that an environment should showcase company culture and inspire the people
who work, learn, or play within it. From the look and feel of a single product to that of the entire landscape, Kimball Office has you covered.

Designer White

Frosty White

Antique White

Wallaby

Putty

Cloud

Fog

Chamois

Sandstone

Featherstone

Smoke

Tantalum

Barley

Shadow

Cement

Storm

Moon Beam

Environmental Grey

Graphite

Dark Chocolate

Cinder

Platinum

Carbon

Satin Bronze

Patina

Taupe

Apricot Orange

Tango Red

Reference the Surface Material page at kimballoffice.com for the complete offering of materials.

WOODGRAIN: VENEER, TFL & HPL, PVC RIM

Monterey Oak

Brighton Maple

Huntington Maple

Clear Zebrawood

Also available in 3D laminate.

Sedona Cherry

Tuscan Walnut

Cordoba Cherry

Also available in 3D laminate.

Sienna Sapele

Amber Cherry

Available in Veneer only.

Also available in 3D laminate.

Canyon Oak

Mocha Cherry

Also available in 3D laminate.

Also available in 3D laminate.

Urban Walnut

Midtown Walnut

Coco Sapele

Tribeca Walnut

Available in Veneer only.

METALLIC: PAINT

Espresso Walnut
Available in Veneer only.

SOLID: TFL & HPL, PVC RIM

Silver Pearl

The metallic properties will be more visible on the actual products than what appears in print. For color reference only.

Designer White

Frosty White

Also available in 3D laminate.

Chamois

Wallaby

Also available in 3D laminate.

Sandstone
Also available in 3D laminate.
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Antique White

Shadow

Storm

Cloud

Fog

Also available in 3D laminate.

Also available in 3D laminate.

Graphite

Cinder

Spinach Green

Also available in 3D laminate

Slight variations within commercial tolerance may occur in color and texture between this printed piece and the finished product.
For material applicability by product please reference our price lists found on kimballoffice.com.

KORE: PAINT (Also available in standard and metallic colors)

Cloud Blue

Dark Blue

Golden Rod

Work your way.
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SOLID: PAINT

KIMBALL OFFICE MATERIALS
Made to stand the test of time and trend, Kimball Office offers a vast collection of textiles, finishes,
veneer, and laminates.
Made of classic colors and eye-popping patterns, warm woods and cool metals, our material offering allows you to pair the function you need with
the tone and style you’re after. Our broad offering reflects our belief that an environment should showcase company culture and inspire the people
who work, learn, or play within it. From the look and feel of a single product to that of the entire landscape, Kimball Office has you covered.

Designer White

Frosty White

Antique White

Wallaby

Putty

Cloud

Fog

Chamois

Sandstone

Featherstone

Smoke

Tantalum

Barley

Shadow

Cement

Storm

Moon Beam

Environmental Grey

Graphite

Dark Chocolate

Cinder

Platinum

Carbon

Satin Bronze

Patina

Taupe

Apricot Orange

Tango Red

Reference the Surface Material page at kimballoffice.com for the complete offering of materials.

WOODGRAIN: VENEER, TFL & HPL, PVC RIM

Monterey Oak

Brighton Maple

Huntington Maple

Clear Zebrawood

Also available in 3D laminate.

Sedona Cherry

Tuscan Walnut

Cordoba Cherry

Also available in 3D laminate.

Sienna Sapele

Amber Cherry

Available in Veneer only.

Also available in 3D laminate.

Canyon Oak

Mocha Cherry

Also available in 3D laminate.

Also available in 3D laminate.

Urban Walnut

Midtown Walnut

Coco Sapele

Tribeca Walnut

Available in Veneer only.

METALLIC: PAINT

Espresso Walnut
Available in Veneer only.

SOLID: TFL & HPL, PVC RIM

Silver Pearl

The metallic properties will be more visible on the actual products than what appears in print. For color reference only.

Designer White

Frosty White

Also available in 3D laminate.

Chamois

Wallaby

Also available in 3D laminate.

Sandstone
Also available in 3D laminate.
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Antique White

Shadow

Storm

Cloud

Fog

Also available in 3D laminate.

Also available in 3D laminate.

Graphite

Cinder

Spinach Green

Also available in 3D laminate

Slight variations within commercial tolerance may occur in color and texture between this printed piece and the finished product.
For material applicability by product please reference our price lists found on kimballoffice.com.

KORE: PAINT (Also available in standard and metallic colors)

Cloud Blue

Dark Blue

Golden Rod

Work your way.
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INLINE FABRICS - UPHOLSTERY

KIMBALL OFFICE TEXTILES
Our textile offering spans a wide range of programs that provide the flexibility you need to bring your project to life. From the Kimball Office Inline
program to our Alliance partnerships with top manufacturers, we offer an array of materials that support the requirements of any space.
SPECTRUM 20050 Camel

TWILIGHT 23105 Goldrush

MINGLE 11010 Scarlet

MINGLE 11008 Mandarin

TWILIGHT 23108 Rust

SPECTRUM 20095 Red

SPECTRUM 20079 Tangerine

FLICKER 11134 Sangria

TWILIGHT 23106 Saucy

SPECTRUM 20003 Lime

SPECTRUM 20001 Mimosa

SPECTRUM 20033 Pine

MINGLE 11012 Willow

TWILIGHT 23114 Willow

TWILIGHT 23115 Fresh

FLICKER 11141 Pine

Reference the Surface Material page at kimballoffice.com for the complete offering of materials.

INLINE FABRICS - UPHOLSTERY

FLICKER 11137 Heron

SPECTRUM 20062 Grey

TWILIGHT 23116 Cinder
TWILIGHT 23119 Tangerine

MINGLE, 11011 Seagull

SPECTRUM 20081 Charcoal

MINGLE 11005 Ink

FLICKER 11138 Ironwork

TWILIGHT 23117 Vapor

TWILIGHT 23101 Ocean

SPECTRUM 20020 Black

MINGLE 11006 Laguna

MINGLE, 11007 Limeade
FLICKER 11143 Riviera

SPECTRUM 20039 Cornflower

INLINE FABRICS - VINYL - SILVERTEX
SPECTRUM 20072 Breeze

MINGLE 11001 Capri

TWILIGHT 23104 Gaze

MINGLE 11003 Cobalt
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41332 Bazaar

41330 Acid

41336 Zest

41329 Creme De Menthe

41326 Neutra

41334 Plata

41335 Sterling

FLICKER 11139 Lapis

TWILIGHT 23103 Nightshadow

SILVERTEX 41321 Marine Blue

FLICKER 11140 Midnight Blue

41337 Limoncello

41333 Imperial

SPECTRUM 20067 Navy

Work your way.
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INLINE FABRICS - UPHOLSTERY

KIMBALL OFFICE TEXTILES
Our textile offering spans a wide range of programs that provide the flexibility you need to bring your project to life. From the Kimball Office Inline
program to our Alliance partnerships with top manufacturers, we offer an array of materials that support the requirements of any space.
SPECTRUM 20050 Camel

TWILIGHT 23105 Goldrush

MINGLE 11010 Scarlet

MINGLE 11008 Mandarin

TWILIGHT 23108 Rust

SPECTRUM 20095 Red

SPECTRUM 20079 Tangerine

FLICKER 11134 Sangria

TWILIGHT 23106 Saucy

SPECTRUM 20003 Lime

SPECTRUM 20001 Mimosa

SPECTRUM 20033 Pine

MINGLE 11012 Willow

TWILIGHT 23114 Willow

TWILIGHT 23115 Fresh

FLICKER 11141 Pine

Reference the Surface Material page at kimballoffice.com for the complete offering of materials.

INLINE FABRICS - UPHOLSTERY

FLICKER 11137 Heron

SPECTRUM 20062 Grey

TWILIGHT 23116 Cinder
TWILIGHT 23119 Tangerine

MINGLE, 11011 Seagull

SPECTRUM 20081 Charcoal

MINGLE 11005 Ink

FLICKER 11138 Ironwork

TWILIGHT 23117 Vapor

TWILIGHT 23101 Ocean

SPECTRUM 20020 Black

MINGLE 11006 Laguna

MINGLE, 11007 Limeade
FLICKER 11143 Riviera

SPECTRUM 20039 Cornflower

INLINE FABRICS - VINYL - SILVERTEX
SPECTRUM 20072 Breeze

MINGLE 11001 Capri

TWILIGHT 23104 Gaze

MINGLE 11003 Cobalt

64

41332 Bazaar

41330 Acid

41336 Zest

41329 Creme De Menthe

41326 Neutra

41334 Plata

41335 Sterling

FLICKER 11139 Lapis

TWILIGHT 23103 Nightshadow

SILVERTEX 41321 Marine Blue

FLICKER 11140 Midnight Blue

41337 Limoncello

41333 Imperial

SPECTRUM 20067 Navy

Work your way.
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ALLIANCE FABRICS - CARNEGIE

HASHTAG 6478-31

HASHTAG 6478-36

ALLIANCE FABRICS - MAYER

HASHTAG 6478-30

SHIMMY 6358-54

CAMDEN 6436-5

ECHO 388-001 Vermillion

DAZZLE 319-009 Melon

SHANTUNG 373-009 Copper

BARRE 6512-81

HERALD 6462-61

MAZE 6550-32

INTRIGUE 382-009 Fiesta

MONOGRAM 381-001 Rouge

INTRIGUE 382-001 Sunset

FRESCO 6452-55

SHIMMY 6358-57

BRICK LANE 6400-51

INTRIGUE 382-000 Cobblestone

DAZZLE 319-002 Sunflower

SHANTUNG 373-002 Topaz

CAMDEN 6436-4

HASHTAG 6478-32

MAZE 6550-38

ECHO 388-013 Apple Green

INTRIGUE 382-003 Celadon

ECHO 388-003 Kelly Green

SHIMMY 6358-50

BRICK LANE 6400-56

VERSE 6586-53

SHANTUNG 373-014 Cerulean

REVERB 421-024

MONOGRAM 381-004 Indigo

HERALD 6462-65

MAZE 6550-31

BARRE 6512-80

INTRIGUE 382-014 Sky

SHANTUNG 373-034 Marina

ECHO 388-006 Ebony

ALLIANCE FABRICS - MAHARAM

MESSENGER 071 Satsuma

MESSENGER 060 Peridot

66

SHANTUNG 373-001 Garnet

REVERB 421-000 Granite

ALLIANCE FABRICS - MOMENTUM

MANNER 014 Peel

MEDIUM 012 Pumpkin

METRIC 017 Caramel

AMUSE Poppy

LEDGE Firenze

TRADITION Malbec

MESSENGER 084 Robust

MEDIUM 036 Delight

METRIC 014 Oriole

LINEUP Spice

SILICA STRIDE Wheat

COVER CLOTH Zest

MESSENGER 001 Balsa

MESSENGER 072 Maize

MESSENGER 054 Lumine

COVER CLOTH Oat

AMUSE Quartz

HABIT Aspen

MESSENGER 048 Neon

METRIC 020 Alligator

METRIC 021 Envy

HABIT Salt

LINEUP Fern

TRADITION Wash

METRIC 028 Scuba

MESSENGER 041 Azure

MEDIUM 022 Marina

SILICA STRIDE Placid

COVER CLOTH Shire

LEDGE Verdi

MEDIUM 050 Cosmic

METRIC 026 Admiral

MESSENGER 029 Onyx

LINEUP Tranquil

HABIT Tailor

COVER CLOTH Graphite

AMUSE Alloy

COVER CLOTH Cyan

For a full material offering please reference our surface material pages at kimballoffice.com.

Work your way.
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ALLIANCE FABRICS - CARNEGIE

HASHTAG 6478-31

HASHTAG 6478-36

ALLIANCE FABRICS - MAYER

HASHTAG 6478-30

SHIMMY 6358-54

CAMDEN 6436-5

ECHO 388-001 Vermillion

DAZZLE 319-009 Melon

SHANTUNG 373-009 Copper

BARRE 6512-81

HERALD 6462-61

MAZE 6550-32

INTRIGUE 382-009 Fiesta

MONOGRAM 381-001 Rouge

INTRIGUE 382-001 Sunset

FRESCO 6452-55

SHIMMY 6358-57

BRICK LANE 6400-51

INTRIGUE 382-000 Cobblestone

DAZZLE 319-002 Sunflower

SHANTUNG 373-002 Topaz

CAMDEN 6436-4

HASHTAG 6478-32

MAZE 6550-38

ECHO 388-013 Apple Green

INTRIGUE 382-003 Celadon

ECHO 388-003 Kelly Green

SHIMMY 6358-50

BRICK LANE 6400-56

VERSE 6586-53

SHANTUNG 373-014 Cerulean

REVERB 421-024

MONOGRAM 381-004 Indigo

HERALD 6462-65

MAZE 6550-31

BARRE 6512-80

INTRIGUE 382-014 Sky

SHANTUNG 373-034 Marina

ECHO 388-006 Ebony

ALLIANCE FABRICS - MAHARAM

MESSENGER 071 Satsuma

MESSENGER 060 Peridot
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SHANTUNG 373-001 Garnet

REVERB 421-000 Granite

ALLIANCE FABRICS - MOMENTUM

MANNER 014 Peel

MEDIUM 012 Pumpkin

METRIC 017 Caramel

AMUSE Poppy

LEDGE Firenze

TRADITION Malbec

MESSENGER 084 Robust

MEDIUM 036 Delight

METRIC 014 Oriole

LINEUP Spice

SILICA STRIDE Wheat

COVER CLOTH Zest

MESSENGER 001 Balsa

MESSENGER 072 Maize

MESSENGER 054 Lumine

COVER CLOTH Oat

AMUSE Quartz

HABIT Aspen

MESSENGER 048 Neon

METRIC 020 Alligator

METRIC 021 Envy

HABIT Salt

LINEUP Fern

TRADITION Wash

METRIC 028 Scuba

MESSENGER 041 Azure

MEDIUM 022 Marina

SILICA STRIDE Placid

COVER CLOTH Shire

LEDGE Verdi

MEDIUM 050 Cosmic

METRIC 026 Admiral

MESSENGER 029 Onyx

LINEUP Tranquil

HABIT Tailor

COVER CLOTH Graphite

AMUSE Alloy

COVER CLOTH Cyan

For a full material offering please reference our surface material pages at kimballoffice.com.

Work your way.
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